ϰ factors such as word order, animacy and definiteness. According to the distinctness principle [Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009b] , thematic role identification is facilitated when all arguments in a described event are as distinct as possible from one another in terms of all available dimensions of prominence. Importantly, languages with case marking require that the language system processes case-related morphosyntactic information alongside other types of syntactic and semantic information. The implementation of these processes in the brain, however, is yet unknown.
In the present study, we used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine the functional neuroanatomical correlates of case processing in Basque (Euskara), the last remaining pre-Indo-European language in Western Europe [e.g., Trask, 1997] , which is spoken predominantly in the Basque Country, located in northeastern Spain and southwestern France. Basque is an ergative-absolutive language that uses absolutive case-marking for higher arguments of intransitive verbs, often described as subjects, but requires ergative case-marking for higher arguments of transitive verbs, with absolutive case for transitive lower arguments or objects [see Bossong, 1984; De Rijk, 2007; Holmer, 2001; Laka, 1996; Ortiz de Urbina, 1989 ]. In addition, Basque has main and auxiliary verbal agreement: the auxiliary verb that accompanies most main verbs agrees not only with the subject, but with any direct object and the indirect object present.
In the transitive Basque sentence Gizonak lehiatilan jaso ditu sarrerak goizeak (approximate translation: The man at the box office has received the tickets in the morning) the singular subject 'Gizonak' has ergative case marking, but the plural object 'sarrerak' has absolutive case marking. Although different cases that are both marked with -ak can in
) ¢ ϱ principle lead to ambiguity, this is not the case when, as in this example sentence, the animate 'Gizonak' appears first as a readily available subject, and, moreover, when the inflected auxiliary verb 'ditu' reinforces the subject being singular while also heralding a plural object (N.B., this latter argument only holds in a Subject-Verb-Object sentence).
Therefore, when readers encounter the object 'sarrerak', they need to use information from different syntactic constraints, i.e., case morphology and number agreement, as well as semantic information, to arrive at the meaning of the sentence.
Our motivation to study the cortical networks for case processing is to gain insights into how the brain accomplishes the structure building and thematic assignment operations that are co-extended with case information, and to uncover whether these operations rely on the same brain regions that process other types of syntactic and semantic information. In our experimental design, we therefore compared the processing consequences of a thematic integration problem due to case conflict, with those of a morphosyntactic problem due to a number agreement mismatch, and to those of a semantic problem in which an argument due to semantic constraints cannot bear the thematic role it is assigned [see Kuperberg et al., 2008 , for a related study that does not involve case morphology]. We examined the cortical systems that deal with the interpretation problems that arise due to double-ergative case conflict, incorrect verb-noun object number agreement, and semantic anomaly (see Table 1 , for example sentences). In ergative languages, the ergative case marking is reserved for sentential agents [e.g., Bossong, 1984; Holmer, 2001; Laka, 1996 Laka, , 2006 , and ergative case marking for a patient is considered to be ungrammatical. Similarly, an object noun with a number inflection that does not match the number as heralded by a preceding verb auxiliary is considered ungrammatical [e.g., Arregi, 2001] . However, whereas it stands to argue that
) ¢ ϲ both errors ultimately require the language system to engage in repair or reanalysis processes during sentence comprehension [e.g., Friederici, 2002] , they may rely on different types of conceptual representations in doing so (e.g., thematic roles versus quantity information), and therefore be associated with qualitatively different processing consequences, as described below.
One analysis of the processing challenge faced when encountering an incorrectlymarked ergative object is that now two arguments are competing for the same structural position, the subject position. When the subject and object are both animate this may lead to problems with thematic integration, as two identically case-marked arguments cannot be thematically hierarchized [Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009b] . However, when subject is animate and the object is inanimate, the difference in animacy may facilitate the hierarchization because people can use their knowledge that inanimate arguments are less agentive or less likely agents. This idea has received support from Event-Related Potential (ERP) studies on German sentence comprehension [Frisch & Schlesewsky, 2001 , 2005 . A comparable case conflict in German (a nominative casemarked argument following a nominative case-marked argument) has been reported to elicit a biphasic N400-P600 response if the second argument is animate, but only a P600 effect if the second argument is inanimate. The N400 results have been taken to reflect problems with thematic integration that could be avoided or overcome by the use of knowledge that inanimate arguments are less agentive. In contrast, the P600 results in both comparisons have been taken to reflect more general processing consequences of two arguments competing for a single position. In a related study on ergative case agreement in Basque, the absence of ergative case marking on a pronoun where it was required also
) ¢ ϳ elicited a biphasic N400-P600 response [Zawiszewski et al., 2010] , possibly reflecting similar problems with thematic hierarchizing [Frisch & Schlesewsky, 2001 , 2005 .
Therefore, we hypothesized that the ergative case conflict in the current study will elicit enhanced activity in the brain regions that are associated with syntactic repair and reanalysis and that are thought to underlie P600 effects. In neurocognitive accounts of syntactic processing, these regions include the posterior superior temporal gyrus [e.g., -Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009a,b; Friederici & Kotz, 2003; Grodzinsky & Friederici 2006; Kotz et al., 2003] and possibly the basal ganglia [e.g., Kotz et al., 2003] .
Bornkessel
According to the model of syntactic processing as formulated by Friederici and Kotz [2003] and the eADM model [Bornkessel & Schlesewsky, 2006; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2008 , 2009a , case conflict may elicit additional activation in posterior regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) in as far thematic role assignment is perturbed [Bornkessel et al., 2005; Grewe et al., 2007 ; but see Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009b; Frisch & Schlesewsky, 2001 , 2005 Grewe et al., 2006 , for arguments that this will not be the case when subject and object differ in animacy). If this were true, case conflict may draw upon activity in brain regions that are adjacent to or partly overlapping with anterior regions of the LIFG sensitive to a semantic manipulation [e.g., Baumgaertner et al., 2002; Kiehl et al., 2002; Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 Nieuwland et al., 2007] . Similarly, although the MUC model [e.g., Hagoort, 2005] underspecifies particular syntactic operations, it could be taken to predict that resolving case conflict requires intensified syntactic unification processes, as also subserved by posterior parts of the LIFG and the left pre-motor cortex.
To investigate the specificity of the neural processing consequences of case conflict, we included the number agreement violation condition as a morphosyntactic control.
Sentences with an object number that does not agree with the inflected verb auxiliary can be assumed to elicit similar syntactic repair or reanalysis [e.g., Friederici, 2002] However, recent FMRI results suggest that number agreement violations could be associated with a different pattern of results. Carreiras et al. [2010] reported that determiner-noun number agreement violations in Spanish word pairs (e.g., "Lossingular pianoplural ") elicited activation increases in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the right intraparietal sulcus and the superior parietal gyrus. These results were taken as evidence for the involvement of quantity processing mechanisms beyond the standard language mechanisms. It must be noted, however, that these regions did not show similar effects to agreement errors in noun-adjective word pairs (e.g., "Farosingular altosplural "), and that in other studies these regions have shown activity increases to other types of manipulations as well [e.g., Folia et al., 2009; Kuperberg et al, 2003 Kuperberg et al, , 2008 Nieuwland et al., 2007] .
Nevertheless, one possible prediction for our study is thus that the number agreement violations elicit activity increases in inferior and superior parietal regions, perhaps in addition to the brain regions often associated with syntactic repair and reanalysis.
To investigate whether the neural processing consequences of a thematic problem induced by case conflict are similar to those induced by a thematic problem in which an
) ¢ ϵ argument cannot bear the thematic role it is assigned (i.e., a lexical-semantic violation), we included a semantic anomaly as a semantic control [see also Kuperberg et al., 2008] . For semantic anomalies, we predicted enhanced activity particularly in the left and right anterior inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45/47), as has been reported by numerous FMRI studies [e.g., Baumgaertner et al., 2002; Kiehl et al., 2002; Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 Nieuwland et al., 2007] , possibly reflecting the increased amount of semantic retrieval and selection [e.g., Badre and Wagner, 2002; Bookheimer, 2002] needed to build a situation model from semantically unexpected or implausible input. As mentioned above, some neurocognitive accounts thus predict that semantic anomalies elicit activations that partly overlap with or are adjacent to the more posterior regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus that are possibly recruited by case and number violations [e.g., Friederici, 2002; Hagoort, 2005] .
In summary, the aim of the present study was to investigate the cortical networks involved in case processing, a crucial facet of language comprehension, and their relationship to networks that serve other aspects of syntactic and semantic processing.
While in the scanner, participants read sentences one word at a time that contained case violations, number agreement violations, or semantic anomalies, or correct control sentences, and evaluated the sentences on whether they were acceptable or unacceptable.
We predicted that case violations would elicit enhanced activity in the left superior temporal gyrus, and possibly in the basal ganglia and posterior regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus. Further, we predicted that, instead of or in addition to these regions, number agreement violations would elicit enhanced activity in the right intraparietal sulcus and the superior parietal gyrus. Finally, the inclusion of a semantic anomaly in our design allowed
) ¢ ϭϬ us to address whether the pattern of brain activity for these syntactic aspects of language comprehension would be dissociable from patterns elicited by problems with semantic processing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed college students (12 males, mean age = 23.1 years) participated in this study for monetary reimbursement. Four participants were excluded from the final analysis due to excessive movement during the experiment (3 participants) or to poor behavioral performance (1 participant; average performance across condition < 50%). All participants were native speakers of Basque, and had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. None of them used medication or had a history of drug abuse, head trauma, neurological or psychiatric illness. The experiment was approved by the institutional ethical committee, and informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
Construction of stimuli
We created 120 Basque transitive sentences with a length between 6 and 8 words, according to the SVO template <Animate Subject> <Verb + Auxiliary> <Inanimate
Object>. Animate subjects involved proper names or definite noun phrases and always occurred in sentence-initial position, whereas inanimate objects always involved definite noun phrases and never occurred in sentence-final position. Across conditions, the sentences only differed in the inanimate object that could be semantically correct or ϭϭ incorrect and grammatical or ungrammatical (see example items in Table 1 ). The semantically correct or anomalous nouns were matched for log frequency in both the E-hitz corpus (M= .99/1.09; p > .10; Perea et al., 2006) and the Elebilab/Ametzagaiña database (M= 2.28/2.31; p > .10; Landa Ijurko, 2009). Correct control sentences contained semantically correct and syntactically correct plural objects, corresponding to the preceding verb auxiliaries that always heralded a plural object. Case violations contained semantically correct but incorrectly case-marked plural objects, as a second ergative case marking indicates an ill-formed construction. Number agreement violations contained semantically correct but incorrectly marked singular objects, due to a mismatch with the auxiliary that heralds a plural object. Semantic anomalies contained syntactically correct plural objects that did not match the semantic constraints of the preceding verb. In addition, we included 60 filler sentences that were syntactically and semantically correct and that had a length between 4 and 9 words.
Experimental procedure
Before entering the scanner, participants were informed that they would be reading sentences one word at a time, presented via back-projection onto the middle of the screen, and would view the stimuli via a mirror attached to the head coil. They were instructed to minimize movement and read the sentences attentively, and to judge the sentence for acceptability with a left-or right-hand button-press (left-or right-hand assignment for acceptable or unacceptable was counterbalanced across participants). It was explained to them that the sentences could contain the different type of semantic and syntactic violations and that they should judge the sentences as acceptable when they were both semantically ϭϮ and syntactically correct and judge them as unacceptable when they were either semantically or syntactically unacceptable.
Four trial lists were used (each subject was randomly assigned to one of the four trial lists, so that the lists were equally distributed across subjects). For the first list, 30
items from each condition were pseudo-randomly mixed with the filler sentences such that no trial type occurred more than three times consecutively and trials of each type were matched on average list position. The other lists were derived from the first by rotating the trial types. The total of 180 sentences was divided in 3 runs (presented in fixed-order across trial lists) of approximately 11 minutes each. Subjects were in the scanner for a total time of about 45 minutes.
Each sentence was presented word by word with a word duration of 300ms (but 600 ms for sentence-final words) and SOA of 300 ms, with black letters on an almost-white background. Following every final word, a blank (bright) screen was presented for 500 ms, followed by a response-screen that automatically disappeared after 2000 ms. The responsescreen presented the Basque equivalent of 'Acceptable?' ('Onargarria?') in the middle of the screen with 'yes' and 'no' below it on the left or right side. Participants were instructed to judge the sentences as quickly as possible upon seeing the response-screen and were told that the response-screen would disappear automatically after 2000 ms to proceed with the next trial. If participants responded in time, the screen would remain blank for the remainder of the 2000 ms, after which a fixation mark was presented for 5, 6, 7 or 8 seconds, followed by the presentation of a blank screen for 500 ms before the first word of the following sentence was presented. Participants were instructed to fixate on the middle ϭϯ of the screen for the duration of the fixation period and simply await the start of the next trial.
FMRI data acquisition, preprocessing and statistical analysis
Imaging took place on a 3-T MR scanner (Siemens TrioTim) were realigned, and the subject mean was co-registered with the corresponding averaged structural MRI by using mutual information optimization. These images were subsequently slice-time corrected, spatially normalized (images were re-sampled with a 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 resolution), transformed into a common space (MNI-T1 template), and spatially filtered with an isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel (10 mm FWHM). The fMRI data were analyzed In the whole brain analysis, the results of the random effects analyses were thresholded at P = 0.001 (uncorrected) and voxel extent k = 50, and the cluster-size statistics were used as the test statistic. All clusters that include more than 100 voxels are reported, but only clusters at P 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate [FDR; Genovese et al., 2002] were considered significant. In the following, ϭϱ we use the terms activation and deactivation as synonyms for a relative increase and decrease in BOLD signal, respectively. All local maxima are reported as MNI coordinates [Evans et al., 1993] . Anatomical location and approximate Brodmann areas and were determined using the AAL toolbox for SPM8 [Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002] and with the xjView toolbox [www.alivelearn.net/xjview8].
In addition, we performed Region-Of-Interest (ROI) analyses using the Marsbar toolbox [Brett et al., 2002] to examine activation patterns across conditions for peak voxels of the clusters that showed activity increases compared to correct control sentences in the pairwise comparisons. Using average parameter estimates per condition for each subject and for each ROI, we performed a 4 level (condition: case violation, number agreement violation, semantic anomaly, correct control) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with follow-up pairwise comparisons (LSD).
RESULTS
Behavioral results
Participants responded more accurately and had faster reaction times to case violations compared to the other conditions (see Figure 1a and 1b). We compared behavioral response accuracy and reaction time (for correct responses) for the 4 conditions using a 4-level repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Behavioral performance was significantly different between conditions in terms of accuracy (F(3, 19)= 6.42, p = .001) and reaction time (F(3, 19)= 9.42, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons (LSD) revealed that participants responded more accurately to case violations than all other conditions (p < ϭϲ .01 for each comparison) but responded equally accurate to number agreement violations, semantic anomalies and correct sentences. This pattern of results was identical for reaction time to ergative violations (p < .01 for each comparison), but participants also gave marginally faster responses to number agreement violations (p = .051) and semantic anomalies (p = .067) than to correct sentences.
FMRI results
We first investigated the contrasts that involved the case violations, number agreement violations and semantic anomalies, each compared to the correct control sentences. The corresponding statistical results are presented in Table 2 . As visible from prefrontal regions, though with differential contributions (predominantly parietal increases for case violations, strongest prefrontal increases for number agreement violations. In contrast, semantic anomalies elicited activation increases in brain regions that did not differentiate between the other conditions. This pattern is also visible from the lower graphs
in Figure 2 , which shows the average parameter estimates for each sentence condition compared to fixation for nine peak-voxels within the clusters as reported in Table 2 (N.B., we do not wish to make claims about any of the conditions compared to the fixation condition: the sole purpose of these graphs is to assist the reader in surveying the patterns of relative activations across conditions and brain regions), and it was also borne out in the subsequent ROI analyses. Note that while all ROIs showed a main effect of condition (F>4 for each ROI), out of parsimony we will only report the results of the pairwise comparisons. ROI 1-4: In the posterior cingulate (ROI 1), case violations elicited activation increases compared to number agreement violations (p<.05), semantic anomalies (p<.001) and correct control sentences (p<.001). Number agreement violations and semantic anomalies also elicited increases compared to correct control sentences (p<.05), but did not differ from one another. In the precuneus (ROI 2), case violations elicited activation increases compared to semantic anomalies (p<.005) and correction control sentences (p<.005), but not to number agreement violations. No significant differences were found for number agreement violations compared with semantic anomalies, nor for semantic anomalies and correct control sentences. In both right and left inferior parietal regions (ROI 3 and 4), case violations and number agreement violations each elicited activation increases ROIs 9-11: These ROIs all showed the same pattern of results, with semantic anomalies eliciting activation increases compared to case violations (p<.01 for each comparison), number agreement violations (p<.05 for each comparison) and correct control sentences (p<.01 for each comparison), but no differences between the other thee conditions (p>.1 for each comparison).
These ROI analyses did not reveal statistically significant differences between case violations and number agreement violations in prefrontal and parietal ROIs (except for the posterior cingulate). However, a follow-up 2 (ROI-type: prefrontal, parietal) by 2 (condition: case violation, number agreement violation) repeated measures ANOVA that 
DISCUSSION
The objective of the present study was to investigate the functional neuroanatomical correlates of case agreement processing. We compared event-related BOLD-FMRI responses to Basque sentences containing case violations, number agreement violations, and semantic anomalies, and to sentences that were both syntactically and semantically correct. This allowed us to compare the processing consequences of a thematic integration problem due to case conflict, with those of a morphosyntactic problem due to a number agreement mismatch, and to those of a semantic problem in which an argument due to semantic constraints cannot bear the thematic role it is assigned. Our results can be summarized as follows. Compared to correct control sentences, case violations elicited activation increases in a number of large parietal regions including the posterior cingulate, the precuneus and the left and right inferior parietal gyri. Number violations also elicited activations in the left and right inferior parietal gyri, but elicited additional activations in the left middle frontal gyri and, to a lesser extent, its right homologue. In contrast, semantic anomalies only elicited activations in the left and right anterior prefrontal gyri and a dorsomedial prefrontal region. Follow-up ROI analyses showed that in all of these activated ϮϬ clusters, except for the posterior cingulate, case violations and number agreement violations showed rather similar responses. However, these violation types elicited differential responses in prefrontal versus parietal ROIs, as shown in a significant ROI by condition interaction. The distinction between case and number violations therefore seemed to rely on the relative contributions from parietal versus prefrontal regions respectively. The overall distinction between the syntactic violations and semantic anomaly was clear-cut: the regions that showed activation increases to the syntactic violations (the left and right inferior parietal regions and the precuneus) did not differentiate semantic anomaly and correct control, whereas the regions that showed activation increases to semantic anomaly did not distinguish case violations, number violations and correct control sentences from each other.
Results of the acceptability judgment task showed that participants responded faster and more accurately to case violations than to all other conditions. Better performance for syntactic violations versus semantic violations or correct control sentences has often been reported [e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 McElree & Griffith, 1995] and may reflect the delay of the output of conceptual processing relative to that of the finite rule system for syntactic processing. Performance may have been better for case violations than for number agreement violations due to larger salience of a double ergative case marking, which poses clear problems for constructing sentence meaning (while number agreement violation does not necessarily, e.g., without further context buying one or multiple tickets is similarly plausible), and perhaps due to relative infrequent ergative case marking for inanimate nouns. Interestingly, reaction time in the behavioral task was mirrored by the BOLD responses in posterior cingulate (faster responses were associated with more activity in this
Ϯϭ region), which was the only brain region that differentiated case violations from all other conditions. This finding is consistent with the results of Kuperberg et al. [2003] , who reported that only activity in the posterior cingulate exactly mirrored the reaction time patterns for syntactic and semantic violations. These patterns of results are suggestive of a more general role of this region during violation detection, consistent with its assumed role in allocating attentional resources during task-performance [e.g., Hayden et al., 2010] .
Contributions of parietal and prefrontal regions to processing case and number
Perhaps the most salient finding of this study was that processing case violations and number agreement violations drew upon largely overlapping neural circuits, albeit with subtle differences in the contributions from parietal and prefrontal regions respectively. The absence of strong neuroanatomical differences for these two types of violations may be exacerbated by the fact that a double ergative case violation in Basque may also constitute an agreement problem. This is because although the first ergative noun phrase can be processed without any problems, the second ergative noun phrase is blocked from concording with the auxiliary, resulting in an agreement violation between argument and verb, similar as in the number agreement violation 1 . Nieuwland et al., 2007] , or verb inflection violations in English [Kuperberg et al., 2003 [Kuperberg et al., , 2008 ; see also Ni et al., 2000] . Our results, however, do not straightforwardly map onto extant neurocognitive models of syntactic processing [Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009a,b; Friederici & Kotz, 2003] . These models predict that number and case violations elicit activations in brain regions that are assumed to play a role in generating P600 effects (see Díaz, Sebastián-Gallés, Erdocia, Mueller & Laka, 2011, who report P600 effects for similar case and number agreement violations in Basque), in particular the left posterior superior temporal gyrus and possibly the basal ganglia. It is therefore possible that medial and bilateral parietal regions and perhaps dorsolateral regions also contribute to P600 effects [Folia et al. 2009; Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 Nieuwland et al., 2007] .
The functional significance of activations in these areas in response to the two types of syntactic violations remains tentative. The available studies that report such effects have in common that they require participants to detect morphosyntactic errors [Folia et al. 2009; Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 Nieuwland et al., 2007] , rather than, for example, phrase structure errors [e.g., Friederici et al., 2006] . To the extent that morphosyntactic error detection is contingent on knowledge of what the correct expression would be, detection
Ϯϯ might invoke repair or correction processes. To engage in such processes while continuing to read might incur increased verbal working memory load, a function that has often been ascribed to the inferior parietal cortex [e.g., Ravizza et al., 2004] . However, under this general account one would expect to observe a similar effect in this region for semantic
anomalies. An alternative possibility, as suggested by Kuperberg et al. [2003] , is that the bilateral and medial parietal activations are actually reduced deactivations, reflecting the fact that more difficult tasks generally lead to stronger deactivations in these 'resting-state' regions. However, this explanation does not readily explain why we did not see similar effects in these regions for number agreement violations and semantic anomalies, which were approximately similarly easy to detect. One perhaps clear difference between, on one hand, the syntactic anomalies and, on the other hand, the semantic anomalies, is that whereas the detection of syntactic anomaly may be relatively straightforward (i.e., based on a finite rule system, one considers what the correct case ending or number agreement inflection is), this may not be the case for semantic violations. Although speculative, the effects in medial and bilateral inferior parietal may thus reflect the successful outcome of a morphosyntactic repair or correction process. A related explanation can be considered for the dorsolateral prefrontal activations to syntactic anomalies. As reported by Indefrey et al.
[2001], left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may be specifically activated when participants are required to correct syntactic violations (as compared to other types of violations) during sentence comprehension. However, why the contribution of this prefrontal region was slightly larger for number agreement violations than for case violations remains unknown.
Moreover, there is no strong argument to assume that participants were actually correcting Ϯϰ or repairing syntactic violations, which was not required of them to perform the detection task at hand.
We note that a caveat to the current findings is that our violation paradigm can only shed light on a limited aspect of case processing, the situation where the reader encounters an ungrammatical case-marking. Investigations of other aspects of case processing, e.g., its role in argument hierarchy resolution for different word-order constructions [Bornkessel et al., 2005] , can shed light on the neural mechanisms for processing grammatically licensed and unambiguous case constructions.
Distinct neural circuits for syntactic and semantic processing
Processing syntactic violations clearly drew upon qualitatively different brain circuits than processing semantic anomalies. This is consistent with a large body of neuroimaging studies has investigated whether and which brain regions are differentially sensitive to syntactic and semantic aspects of language [e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2003 Kuperberg et al., , 2008 Luke et al., 2002; Newman et al., 2001; Ni et al, 2000; for review, see Bookheimer, 2002; Bornkessel & Friederici, 2007; Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Osterhout et al., in press] . Consistent with this body of literature, semantic anomalies selectively activated the bilateral anterior inferior prefrontal gyrus [e.g., Bookheimer, 2002] . In contrast to other studies, however, semantic anomalies also evoked activation increases in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. One tentative interpretation of this finding is that participants engaged in additional inferencing to try to generate a semantically plausible alternative to the semantically anomalous sentences. Although not all studies that have used an acceptability task have reported dorsomedial effects for semantic anomalies [e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2003] , this type Ϯϱ inferencing could have been encouraged by the semantic acceptability task in which participants may have assumed that for each semantic anomaly there may have been a correct or at least more plausible answer, or perhaps were inclined to enrich the implausible sentences to make sense of them. Such inferences have been associated with activations in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex [e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2006; Nieuwland et al., 2007] .
Conclusions
The aim of this event-related fMRI study was to investigate the cortical networks involved in case processing, a crucial aspect of language comprehension whose neural underpinnings are not well-understood. Our results suggest that whereas syntactic and semantic anomalies clearly recruit distinct neural circuits, case and number violations recruit largely overlapping neural circuits and that the distinction between the two rests on the relative contributions of parietal and prefrontal regions respectively. Our results are consistent with recently reported contributions of bilateral parietal and dorsolateral brain regions to syntactic processing, pointing towards potential extensions of current neurocognitive theories of language. The man at the box office has received the tickets in the morning. confidence intervals at nine of the peak voxels that showed significant activation increases for the pairwise comparisons (ERG = case violations, NUM = number agreement violations, SEM = semantic anomalies, CON = correct control sentences). Note that we do not wish to make claims about any of the conditions compared to the fixation condition: the sole purpose of these graphs is to assist the reader in surveying the patterns of relative activations across conditions and brain regions.
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